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A new dawn!
Strong heat transfer solutions
upon the horizon
High-performance heat exchangers that lower your energy consumption

Upgrading older
heat exchangers
can increase your
performance
by up to

20%

www.sondex.net

Customized solutions that match your requirements
Be part of a brighter tomorrow with
Danfoss heat transfer solutions. Our
next-generation plate heat exchangers
meet your requirements for energy
efficiency and ultra-high performance.
Regardless of application our plate portfolio
ensures that we can deliver powerful
solutions that exceed the performance of
anything else on the market.

At Danfoss we have specialized in both the
development and manufacturing of heat
exchangers. We do all our own tooling as
well as hydraulic presses in-house.

By upgrading to SONDEX® you will
receive a service-friendly, easy-to-install
heat exchanger that provides reliable,
unmatched heat transfer while lowering
your energy consumption.

The benefit of this specialization is closed
loop production - it is easier to control
and monitor the quality without relying
on sub-suppliers. We can execute product
development tasks faster than most, as
the tooling and engineering know-how is
placed internally in Danfoss.

Built on knowledge and know-how
Knowledge is the foundation for our
plate design and our passion for expertly
engineered solutions drives us to perfectly
optimize each of our heat exchangers for
you and your business.
Our design engineers will be in direct
contact with you to ensure that each
heat exchanger is designed around your
application and the properties of the media.
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Our many years of hands-on, technical
experience across numerous market
segments afford us great knowledge and
insight into the industrial processes and
their thermal requirements.

Extensive plate portfolio
The secret ingredient to an efficient
installation is how closely your heat
exchanger matches the thermal
requirements of the duty.
If the heat exchanger is oversized, you
will have paid too much for it. If it is
undersized, you will either need additional

heat exchangers, or you will have to add
extra (expensive, non-regenerative) energy
elsewhere in the process, to reach the
desired media temperatures.

Value throughout the entire project

Armed with our deep process knowledge
and customer input, we can cover all duties
with solutions that render unoptimized, offthe-shelf products obsolete.
Get in touch today and let us help you
lower your expenses and increase the
performance of your entire system.

Product
selection

Installation and
commissioning

Optimized for
your application

Product
lifetime

After-sales
service

Danfoss is with you every step of the way from selecting the right product for you, to
after-sales service.
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Residential buildings

Multi-family buildings
Commercial buildings

Intermediate
heavy-duty substation

Geothermal energy

Intermediate
heavy-duty substation

Combined
heat and power

Energy source (cooling)

Energy source (heating)

Renewable energy

Industrial
waste heat

Optimize your performance and boost
your output with our SONDEX® plate
heat exchangers and let dependable
technology and efficient design bring
you the future of HVAC.
By upgrading to SONDEX® our HVAC
customers have experienced a performance
increase of up to 20%, and even more in
some cases.
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Refrigerants

temperature, the difference in temperature
between the water in the pipes and their
surroundings is lowered correspondingly.
As a direct result, the heat loss is reduced
making the entire system more efficient
overall.

This upgrade not only provides increased
output for the same amount of energy,
it also enables the heat exchangers to
operate with lower supply temperatures.

Experience engineered efficiency
We provide expert consultancy and can
advise and assess your current installation
to determine the benefits or refurbishing
older heat exchangers or completely
replacing them with new high-efficiency
plates or plate heat exchangers.

Lower supply temperatures reduce
heat loss
You can benefit from lower supply
temperatures in a district heating system,
for example. When we lower the supply

Our extensive plate portfolio enables us
to upgrade existing heat exchangers of all
brands. Furthermore, we can help calculate
the potential savings that can be gained by
upgrading to our products.

A heat exchanger for every need
From the energy sources to installations in
individual homes and pressure breakers in
high-rise buildings, Danfoss provides highperformance solutions across the entire
HVAC and district energy segment.
Experience first-hand our customized heat
exchangers - instrumental in creating a
comfortable indoor climate and lower your
energy consumption.

Deep water cooling

The future of HVAC
Creating heat transfer solutions with
tomorrow in mind means that we are
fully prepared to meet both present and
future demands of low-temperature
district heating systems. Energy efficient
and system-cost optimized, our plate
heat exchangers offer longer thermal
lengths and larger heat transfer areas for
the ultimate in performance.
Reliable and efficient solutions
We can achieve very close temperature
approaches and sustain the energy
during the transfer, resulting in a
minimal loss of temperature in the entire
circulation flow of the system.

Example of savings
As an example, a traditional district heating network operates
with a supply temperature of 80 °C, using 164.4 MWh, with a
heat loss of 16,4%. By lowering the supply temperature to
55 °C, the energy usage is decreased to 132.9 MWh and the
heat loss is reduced to 13.7%.
Supply
Temperature in °C

Energy Usage in
MWh

Heat Loss in %

80

164.4

16.4

55

132.9

13.7
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Complete range
of high-efficiency
plate heat
exchangers

Traditional plate heat exchangers
customized for HVAC
Our series of traditional, gasketed plate
heat exchangers can be fully customized
to meet the requirements of any HVAC
application.
Being well-optimized for the application
makes our plate heat exchanger solutions
highly profitable for you in terms of
performance, energy efficiency, and return
of investment.
Matching all thermal requirements
We are dedicated to providing you with
optimal solutions for any application, which
is why we have developed one of the most
extensive plate portfolios in the business.
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Combined
SONDEX® and
Danfoss product
portfolio

We match any thermal requirement with
our short plates for duties with low thermal
requirements, and long, slim plates for
duties with high thermal requirements, as
well as anything in between.

AHRI-certified plate heat exchangers
Each of our plate heat exchangers for use
in HVAC applications can be designed and
certified according to the AHRI Standard
400. This option is available upon request.

Brazed plate heat exchangers for HVAC
The compact, high-quality brazed plate
heat exchangers offer a flexible, ultraefficient solution for your district energy
and HVAC applications.

Our heat exchangers can handle very high
working pressures, and are available with
different patterns and pressing depths
for each plate size, chosen to suit the
application best.

The AHRI LLHE (Liquid to Liquid Heat
Exchangers) certificate ensures an accurate,
unbiased measure of the quality of HVAC
equipment across the globe.

Low operational costs and very high
performance make the gasket-free brazed
plate heat exchangers an optimal choice
whether your system has varying or
constant pressure and large temperature
swings.

We cover all thinkable flow rates with
connection sizes from DN32 to DN700
allowing us to provide you with the most
efficient solution for every thermal duty.

Read about the AHRI certification on
www.ahrinet.org

Covering all duties
We have consolidated the Danfoss and
SONDEX® brazed solutions into a single,
combined plate heat exchanger portfolio.
Through our new, second-to-none product

range we can offer you complete coverage
with quality heat exchangers that are
optimized for each individual application.
We customize our brazed heat exchangers
according to your specifications. We offer a
choice of copper, copper+, or stainless steel
brazing materials. Our Fishbone and Micro
Plate™ patterns are available with different
corrugations appropriate for any given task.
The adaptable design of our brazed heat
exchangers makes a variety of connection
options possible (including the number
of connections, their sizes, types, and
positions). The optimal amount of plates
in a plate pack is determined based on the
specifications of the application.

Ultimate protection against leaks
Our Sonder Safe technology is a doublewalled plate system designed to make
any leakage however unlikely, visible from
outside the heat exchanger.
This safety measure, available in industrial
or sanitary versions, ensures that the
malfunctioning unit can quickly be
identified and replaced.
Because all leaks are external instead of
internal the media are always separated.
This makes double-walled brazed plate
heat exchangers the ideal solution when
operating with media that must not be
allowed to mix at any cost.
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Next-generation heat transfer solutions
Customized to match your requirements
Sondex and Danfoss join forces
In July 2016, Danfoss acquired full
ownership of Sondex. This step marks the
merger of two strong players creating
an even more powerful and agile heat
exchanger partner and provider.
With our world-leading product range
and state-of-the-art technology, we can
always offer you superior and customized
solutions.

Customized solutions
We have many years of experience
designing high-efficiency gasketed plate
heat exchangers for all applications across
the entire world.

Global presence
We are globally present with numerous
sales and production companies and we
remain close to our markets with local sales
and service teams.

We customize our plate heat exchangers
according to your specifications, and
we provide you with energy-optimized
solutions that yield a considerable return of
investment in the long run.

We are very excited to welcome you to
a world of high-efficiency heat transfer
solutions.

Together, we offer twice the application
know-how and customer focus.
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